In this paper we prove a conditional limit theorem for a critical Galton-Watson branching process {2n; n Z0} with offspring generming tunction s + (ls[,((ls)-l), where l(x) is slowly varying. In contrast tO a well-known theorem of Slack (1968), (1972) we use a functional normalization, which gives an exponential limit. We also give an alternative proof of Sze's (1976) result on the asymptotic behavior of the nonextinction probability.
Introdriction, statement of results, and discussion
Let Z : {Znin 2,0} be a critical Galton-Watson process initiated by a single particle.
The main purpose of friis note is to study processes with an offspring generating function /(s) satisfying the conlition .f (s) : s * (1 -s)L((1 -.r)-1) for some slowly varying I(x). (1) Note that L(x) -+ 0 as x + oo by the assumed criticality of our process.
Evidently, y /+6 : oo for every 6 > 0, provided ttrat (1) holds. For critical branching processes with this property there are only a few papers. Zubkov [11] proved limit theorems for the distance to the common nearest ancestor under some additional restrictions on the function Z({): In t10l the asymptotic behavior of the nonextinction probability Qn :: P(Zn > 0) was studied. Bondarenko and Topchii [1] obtained lower and upper bounds for the expectation of the maximum M2 :: maxk<n Zp tnder the condition thatB 21 logl lt + Z) < oo for some p>0.
We begin with the following general result for critical Galton-Watson processes, which was proven by Slack t8l, t9l. (c) There exists a slowly varying function L*(x) such that Qn -n-11a7*1n) for some cY € (0,11. (d) The laplace lansform of the limit of the sequence Fn is ). r+ 1 -.1"(1 + Tayt/a for somzu€(0,11. Therefore, the sequence Fi(x) cannot have a nondegenerate limit if (1) holds' In other words, the nonnalizaiion with the nonextinction probability does not work in the present case' and we need to find an alternative way to nolmalize the branching process Zn.
For a general offspring generating function /(s), we set H (x) |: x(f (l -*-t) -1 + r-1), x Z l, and f t-t ly ds f y d-r v0),: Jo Fil= : J, ;r, ) z r' (3) Note that H(x) :-L(x) tt (1) 
lim n->6 foreveryr>0.
It is well known that for supercritical Galton-watson processes the normalization with the expectation leads to a nondegenerate limit if and only if E'hlogZl < oo' Furthermore' if.EztlogZl:oothen*".unfindasequencecn>0suchthatcnZnconvergesalmost
surely. Co=nsequently, in this irregulal case, u lin"ar not-alization is possible' In contrast to the supercritical case, itiollows, from 1+;, that there is no linear normalization for Z' satisfying (1)'
Darling [3] was the first to use the functional normalization for proving limit theorems' In t3l the timiibehavior of a sum of independent and identically distributed random variables with ,fo*fy varying right tails was studied. For branching processes' this type of normalization is usually used if the expectation of the number of offspring is infinite' The f,rst contribution to this area was also made by Darling [4] . He has shown that under some additional assumptions on /(s) there exis$ 7 e (0, 1) such that the sequenc eP (y" log(l * Z") < x) converges to a proper distribution function V(ri. Hudson and S"n"tu [5] gave suffrcient conditions for the weak convergence of y" L(Zni io, ,o^" slowly varying function I(x) and sgme y e (0, 1). Schuh and narbour [6] provei that for every Galton-Watson process with infinite mean there exists a norming function U(x) such thate-n(l (Zr) converges almost surely to some nondegenerate random variable.
The functional normalization V(.r) in Theorem 2 is individual; for processes with different offspring generating functions we have different normalizations. In order to compare the limiting behavior of Zn for different functions L(x) ir (1) , we must reduce individual normalizations to a common one. Below we give some examples of the reduction to the logarithmic normalizing function. In each example we have a limit theorem of the following form. There exist a centering sequence An and a norming sequence B, such that "\%r(ry+L ., l r^, 0 : ",,,, where F(r) is a distribution function.
Example L. Assume that
The next equalities follow from the definition of bn, (9), u)/0 :beeil -@-t -l)(logr-f e;l)togtoge;r +oeogt-fr g-rr, br/P-r _ logr-f Q;ro+o(1)) asn + oo' 
where B e (0, 1). Then, recalling that II(r) = L(x) under (1) (1)) as v + oo.
Because of continuity of the limiting distribution in (4), we may replace H and V by their asymptotic equivalents given in (6) and (7), respectively. Thus, ,$e6-t,logt-p Q;t)exp{log! Zn -log1 Q;rl . x I Zn> 0) : 1 -e-' under (6) . Substituting x -B-t"r and taking the logarithm, we obtain ,$P{togo Zn -logl Q;r + 0illoglog Q;r . t I Zn> 0) :, -*r(-7)
Therefore, ,$e{tog Zn < (bn * v1\lfr I Zn >0) : I -*r(-i), where bn :: log0 8;r -0illogtog Qnt.
Noting that @n1y1r/fl:6t/fr *16)t0-11+o (1)) asn + oo, p and taking into account the continuity of the right-hand side of (8), we conclude that .wr(wffi.; ,,rl:,-"*(-F)
the P-symbol, we observe that (5) holds with F(-r) :lexp(efr' 191, An::logQ;r -(f-t -txlogl-p Q;r)WWg;r, and Bn.:logr-fl g-1.
Using these formulas, we obtain, from (5), the relation .; l l l ; i (1 1) foreverye > 0.
In the next two examples the process log Z, converges without centering, ie. d. : O in (5)-Example 2. It L(x)log-fr r as.r + oo for some B > 0 then V(y) : (P + 1)-1 logf+t x(l * o (1)).
As we have already mentioned, we may insert the asymptotic equivalents of 11 and V into (4).
Thus, we have "ry,(##-,
Roughly speaking, here log Zn grows aslog0l(J+t) q;t. Thit is slower than for the process from the previous example; see (11). Example3. Let log11;x :logx and, for all k > 1, define recursively loglp*1yx :: log(log6y x). Suppose that L(x) -(lo96).r)-l for some t > 2. For This allows us to replace logqs, Zn in (12) by log<zt-U Q;r. A" a result, we obtain ,gr(.r r,.,ffi1a,0) :, _e_,.
This example shows that the process logZ" an grow with an arbirarily small speed.
Next we turn again to the si0ratim ttd was described in Theorem 1. Assume that
where a e (0, ll and f(-r) is a slowly varying fonction-Then, by definitions (2) and (3),
and v(y):ft--4^:Ji1r+o (1)) asy+oo. Normalizing the random variable V (Z) with U (Q;1) and taking into account (13) and (1a), we arrive at the identity P(QnZn < x I Zn > 0) -P(H(Q;\V (Z) < a-rxo * en(x) I Zn > 0), where er(x) -+ 0 as n --> @. Combining this equality with Theorem 1, we conclude that the sequence of distributions P@(Q;\v(Z)<xlZ,>o) converges weakly to some nondegenerate limit. Thus, we can combine Theorems I and 2 to obtain the following result. If Therestofthispaperisorganizedasfollows. Section2isdevotedtotheproofofTheorem2. Section 3 contains an alternative proof of Sze's result on the asymptotic behavior of the nonextinction probability and some remarks related to this.
Proof of the main result
In this section we prove Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.
Auxitiary results
An essential step in our method is to connect the weak convergence of the functional normalized sequence V (Z) with the convergence of Laplace transforms of Zr. Lemma l. Let V(x) be a continuous, increasing, sbwly varying function. We denote the irwerse function of V (x) by G(x). If there exist a continuous furrction g(x) an'd a sequence an > 0 such that, for all x > 0,
then, for all x > 0, ,lyyP(a^tV (Z) < x I Zn > 0) : 9(x). estimates hold:
Proof. Wecaneasilyverifythat,forallx,e > 0andanarbitrarysequence{ar},thefollowing
Since V(y) is increasing and slowly varying, then by Theorem 1.11 of [7] 
Zr, Ol, Zn > 0). n+oo rlg,Sr E{exe C *r"^) l r,,o} s ri* inr P @;L v (zn) < x * e If (15) holds, then (17) and (18) Letting e -+ 0 and taking into account the continuity of g(x), we obtain (16). Remark 1. The above proof of Lemma 1 is in the spirit of the proof of Lemma I of [5] , but essentially simpler. Lemma 2. bt the seqaence {y*; k > Ol be recursively defincd by yk+r :: yk -ykl(y1), yo € (0, 11, Proof. Since y, decreases, the limit y* := limo--6s y, exists, and y* is the root of the equation y : (1 -/(y))y. But, under the condition that /(y) < I the latter equation has the unique solution ;l : 0. Thus, y* : 0, i.e. the sequence y'N converges to 0. Therefore, 759 This completes the proof. proof. Fkstof all, we note that b, converges to 0 as z + oo. Indeed, since y, converges to 0 and limy--+o l(y) :0, the sequence a, tends to oo. According to condition (29)' bn + 0 as n + @. Hence, k, tends to oo.
On the one hand, using Corollary 2withn: 0 and i : kn' we have W(Y*^) -k" as " -+ oo' 
i.e. the sequence {O*} coincides with {y7.} defined in Lemma 2for l(x) :: H(l/x). Furthermore, we can easily verify that the function ("f (s) -.r)/(1 -s) is decreasing. Recalling the definitionof 11(x), (2),weseethat/(x)isincreasing.By (1) lf'] -*l asn+oo l(yn) uniformly for y e lyn, yn+*,].This, together with (33), gives kn-[" dY -' ,or tn asn-+oo. l r^*0, tl(t) l(y) ln*kn Conversely, itfollows, from (32), thatknanx. Heice,recallingthat an : l/l(y), we obtain lim log ln : *. n--+@ ln*kn This completes the proof.
Prwf ofTheorem2
The function V(x) defined in (3) satisfies the conditions of Lemma l. Thus, to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that (15) holds with an : lH(l/Qn)l-l and e@) : L -e-' . For a critical Galton-Watson process the sequence Q, satisfles the recursion equation e*+r : |f (rer) : Or(r -r(*)), Therefore, l(x) varies slowly at 0. we note, flnally, that l(x) s , (1) 
.f'cr;(o)xt -*(0)) . 1-*+r(0) < 1fi (0) for every critical Galton-Watson process' Since lim;--+oo f'$iQD -,1' lu" conclude' from (39), that (1 -fi_r(0)) -(1 -J?(o)l ur / -> oo. iombining this with (38) vields From this relation and (36) we find that JL,t*,( -#)l,.,ol :.ry*(,-i_*i'iii) :'-"-.
This completes the Proof.
Remark2.Thereductionof (1-l,(sr) )to(1-fn+*,(O))with19ronerfr'whichisrealized in the proof of treorem i, *;, p;;;;ed in [g]; r"" aro p1. tt rhe asymptotic behavior of the nonextinction probability Q, is known, *" "* immediately derive the corresponding limit theorem; see Theorems | ^"drof [2] . Assume, for example ,that Qn -n-l/u as n -+ oo for some 0 e (0, 11. r-"nirrg r, -1 -xQn andrecalling the definition of kn, (37), we see that kn -nlxd asn -+ oo. Therefore, by (40), wehave |fniu,) -Qn+kn - ( ByTheoremloftlO],thisconditionissufficientforthevalidityoftherelation 1 -/,(') -lG(n+ y((1 -s)-l))l-r as n -+ oo'
In particular' en -lG(n)l-r as n -+ oo. Combining (44) and (45), we conclude that-L (Q;\v (x Q;' ) -t oo as'4 -+ oo' This relation' togethe. riith (43) and (4), proves the corollary'
On the nonextinction probability
InSubsection3'lwegivesufficientconditionswhenthesequenceyT,definedinLemma2, is asymptotically, as ; j*, "q'ivalent to w-it;i; tee Lemma i'Jetow An application of this result to the sequence Q, gives o. tt e arympi#c behavior of. Qn' In Subsection 3'2 we discuss the influence or trr":n rrltion L(r) of (1) on the nonextinction probability' 
Proof lt follows, from (47) , that, for any r > y, -l(x\ . x x-y tog*i <cln-1c-.
Hence, by applying (21), we obtain ffi' *'{'(=h -')} : t + o(t(Y*))'
Comparing this bound with (25) and (26), we conclude that there exists a C > 0 such that, for frLyn>0andj>1, n*j-l n+j-l )-Yt l:)k+l: < j +c f lrrr). f, lr+J1*+r) n Applying this bound to (24) and taking into account (23), we complete the proof. I4w-t <t)) <loe w-lU).
k=l Substituting this bound into (49), we obtain, for some C < oo, the inequality j <W(y) < j -Ctogw-r1;;, w-l U -clog w-r (j)) < yj < w-r (i).
does not (s2) S. V. NAGAEVANDV. WACHTEL
(s1)
To show that these bounds for y; are asymptotically equivalent, we consider the difference tog w-rU) -togw-t(i -Clog w-t(i)).
Since log W-r(il and (log W-r)'(*) are negative, this difference is positive and exceed C logW-t 1i1 inf (log w-r;'1x; < oo.
xeU,i-C log W-rU)I
Applying (50), we obtain (log w-r),(x) -(w-1)'(r) : -._,=J=* -: -r(w-t (x)).
)w-t(x) -1ry-t@)Wt(W-t(x)) -Since /(!Y-1(x)) is decreasing, the left-hand side of(52) equals -A (w-t U)) log l4z-r 1;;. and Corollary 2 therein) using another method.
We conclude this subsection with an example, which shows that the condition l(x) :
o(log-l *) is close to being nooessary for the validity of the statement of Lemma 7.
Example 4. Assume that r(r) : log-d r-l for some cY € (0, 11. In this case, )z*r: y,(t-los-" 11 forys<e-r. (1)) as,? -+ oo, j=o where c(cu) :2-r (q + 1)t+li(o+t). Substituting this equality into (54), we have xn: (u*l)n*c(a)nrl@+t111 +o (1)) asn + oo'
Recalling the definition of xr, we obtain )n :exp{-((u +l1nfl@+r) -rr1o1n(1-o)/(1+o)11 +o (1))} asn -> oo, (55) where c/(o) -2-t (a a 1;(t-o)/(o+tl. Conversely, W(x) : (cv * 1)-1 logo+t x-r tf l1x1 = log-o x-|' Thus' w-r (n) -exp{-((cv * 1)z;l/(cv+tlr.
Comparing (55) and (56), we see that ,tr and W-r (n) are not asymptotically equivalent for all cY e (0, 11.
3.2.
On the connection between the asymptotics of Z('r) ild Q" To use (42) weneed to determine rhe asymptotic behavior of G(.r) -v'r@). But this is not easy, because of the slow variation of V(x). We will demonstrate it with the following example. Assume that V (x) : alog1 x * blog?-fr x + o(loge-r x), Therefore, in order to find the asymptotics of G(x).,.it is not enough to know only the main term of the asymptotics of V(r). Consequently,. if Z(i) , i : 1,2, are.Galton-Watson processes satisfying friwitrr slowly uu.yiog funciions lt;l *6 7o@) -7Q)1x1' then it may happen that Qf) afi Qf) are not asymptotically equivalent' C ritical Galton-Wat s on p roc e s s t4t t5I UI t81 teI tl0I
